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It is known (for details see, Traub, Wasilkowski, and Wofniakowski, 1988, 
“Information-Based Complexity,” Academic Press, New York) that a linear 
problem with solution operator S: X --f Y in the probabilistic or average case 
setting has finite e-complexity with respect to a probability measure k iff S E 
L2(X, CL; Y) or, equivalently, iff I E L2( Y, h 0 S-i; Y) where I denotes the identity 
operator and p 0 S-i is the S-image of p. If the measure p is Gaussian and the 
linear operator S is bounded then p 0 S-’ is also Gaussian and hence I E Lp( Y, p 0 
S-i; Y) for any p 2 0. We show by two different approaches that this is the case 
also for linear unbounded densely defined Bore1 measurable S under the minimal 
natural condition p@(S)) = 1 where D(S) denotes the domain of S. Also we give 
the expression for the covariance operator of the transformed p 0 S-l. o 1~ 
Academic Ress, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let p be a Gaussian probability measure given on the Bore1 c-algebra 
of a real separable Banach space X, and S be a linear operator acting from 
X into another (or the same) real separable Banach space Y. The domain 
D(S) of S may and will be assumed, without restricting generality, to be 
dense linear manifold in X. 
It is clear that if&S) 7 X and S is bounded then the image measure p 0 
S-r which is defined as p 0 S-‘(B) = ~{x: Sx E B}, J3 being any Bore1 set in 
Y, is also Gaussian. In this paper we show that if S is Bore1 measurable 
and @(S)) = 1 then p 0 S-* is again Gaussian. We find also mean 
element and covariance operator of Al. 0 S-r. 
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Gaussian measures have all strong orders (moments), and so, for any 
p 2 0, we have the relation 
I, ll~4lP 44d = I, IlYll” 4P o s-‘)(Y) < m 
which in the case of p = 1 can be read as p-mean boundedness of Bore1 
measurable linear (unbounded) operator S under the minimal natural con- 
dition @(S)) = 1. 
We give two different proofs of the statement that p 0 S-l is Gaussian. 
The first approach is easy and elementary: we use only the concepts that 
are already used in the formulation of what is to be proved, and apply only 
one auxiliary probability result, namely Polya’s characterization of Gaus- 
sian random variables, which can be proved elementarily. However with 
this approach we cannot get the expression of covariance operator of 
Al. 0 S-t. The second approach is more powerful. It is based on the repre- 
sentation of any Gaussian random element with values in X in the form of 
a series of standard Gaussian random variables with special X-valued 
coefficients. In the proofs we do not use the existence of norm in X and Y 
and actually the results are valid for the general case when X and Y are 
locally convex topological vector spaces. To avoid some technical com- 
plications, however, we give the results for the separable Banach space 
case which is general enough for basic applications. 
Any probability result can be stated in the form of either random ele- 
ments or probability measures that arise as their distributions. Except in 
this introductory part, we use the language of random elements in this 
paper. 
1. AUXILIARY CONCEPTS AND RESULTS 
We note here the definitions of mean element and covariance operator 
of random elements with values in X, and give also a brief discussion of 
some other concepts and basic facts that are needed to give the formula- 
tions of our results and to prove them. Detailec discussions with full 
proofs of this material as well as of other results concerning probability 
measures on linear spaces can be found (if otherw se not stated) among 
others (Vakhania, 1981; Vakhania et al., 1987). To simplify some defini- 
tions and results we will always refer to X and Y as eal separable Banach 
spaces, though the more general case of real topolc e&al vector spaces is 
the natural scope for these concepts and results. 
Let (0, SB, P) be a basic probability space which 5 mply means that fl is 
an abstract set, Se is some a-algebra of its subset, , and P is a normed 
measure on sJ. A function 4: a --, X which is meast rable with respect to 
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~4. and the Bore1 a-algebra in X is called the random element (random 
variable, ifX = RI). We say that g has weakpth order,p 2 0, if(x*, t(m)) 
E Lp(Q, P) for all x* from the conjugate space X*. 
Mean element Et of a random element 5 is defined as an element of X 
such that 
for all x* E X*. The relation (1) defines Et uniquely, and the necessary 
condition for its existence is the weak first order of 4. If X is reflexive then 
this necessary condition is also sufficient. In the general case weak pth 
order with p > 1 or strong first order ([I,$(*)[/ E Ll(R, P)) are sufficient 
conditions. 
Covariance operator Rt of 5 can be defined, if e has weak second order, 
as a linear operator acting from X* into X such that for all x* E X* we 
have 
(x*, R(x*) = I, (x*, t(o) - Ecf)2 d’(o). (2) 
The operator R, is always bounded symmetric and positive. 
A random element 4 is called Gaussian if all random variables (x*, 6 (a)), 
x* E X*, are Gaussian, 
Let 5 be a random element having weak second order. Denote by Hs the 
minimal closed subspace of the Hilbert space Lz(Cn, P) containing all 
random variables (x*, t(e)), x* E X*. Let further At be the embedding of 
X* into Hs: 
(4x*)(-) = (x*9 t(-)), x* E x*. (3) 
This equality and the definition (2) of the covariance operator of 8 give 
the following factorization of the covariance operator: R, = ATAc where 
A$ is the linear operator conjugate to A, (ifX is a Hilbert space then A, is 
unitarily equivalent to the positive square root of Rf). This factorization 
shows that AT maps He into X (or, more precisely, into the canonical 
image of X in X**). It can easily be shown that Hf is separable. 
Assume now that 5 is a symmetric Gaussian random element. In this 
case the Hilbert space He consists only of Gaussian random variables. Let 
71, y2, * * - be an orthonormal basis in Hf. Obviously this is a system of 
mutually independent standard Gaussian random variables. If we expand 
an element Apx* in this basis and use the relation (3) we get 
(x*3 0 = s &x*, ydyk. 
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Now we apply Ito-Nisio theorem (see Vakhania et al., p. 271) which 
tells that if a series of independent symmetric random elements is weakly 
converging in measure to some random element then it is also strongly 
almost surely converging to the same element. This theorem enables us to 
derive from the relation (4) the following representation for the random 
element 4 
where xk = ATyk and the series converges pointwise almost surely in 
norm topology of X. Finally we show that ATHz C G for any measurable 
linear manifold G C X such that P{w : e(w) E G} = 1. It is enough to show 
that A& E G because any normed element in Ht can be considered as the 
first element of some orthonormal basis. Using the representation (5) we 
see that the distribution of 6 + A$yl is absolutely continuous with respect 
to that of 5. Hence P{o: t(w) E G - A&} = 1. But this is impossible if 
AT-y, @ G because in this case the intersection of G and G - AT-y, is 
empty. 
So we have arrived at the following 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) The covariance operator of any random element 4 
with values in X can be factorized as Re = ATA* where A,: X* --, He is a 
bounded linear operator defined by (3) with the conjugate AT acting from 
Hs into X. 
(b) Zf 5 is Gaussian and Et = 0 then 5 can be expressed as in (5) 
where xk = A*yk (k = 1, 2, . . .) and ye, ~2, . . . are mutually indepen- 
dent standard Gaussian random variables constituting an orthonormal 
basis in He. Zf G is a linear manifold such that P{~(u) E G} = 1 then Afh 
E Gforany h E Ht. 
At the end of this section we give the formulation of Polya’s character- 
ization theorem. The original proof of D. Polya in 1923 assumed the 
existence of variance for a distribution under consideration. The full proof 
needed for our aim can be derived as a particular consequence of a special 
theory developed in the fifties by Yu. V. Linnik (see Kagan et al., 1973). 
A simple and elementary proof of this particular result which we state 
here as Proposition 2 can be found in Vakhania (1991). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 8 be a nondegenerate random variable, n L 2 be 
arbitrarily given natural number, t$, 02, . . . , 6, be mutually indepen- 
dent random variables each having the same distribution as 8, and let 
Cl, c2, f . . , c, be nonzero real numbers such that x:kn,, c’ = 1. Zf the 
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random variable ~10, + czt& + . . . + c,&$, has the same distribution as 8 
then the random variable 8 is Gaussian. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
A linear operator S: X + Y is said to be Bore1 measurable if D(S) is a 
Bore1 set and the preimage of any Bore1 set in Y is a Bore1 set in X. 
THEOREM. Let 5 be a Gaussian random element with values in a real 
separable Banach space X and S be a Bore1 measurable linear mapping 
of X into a real separable Banach space Y. Assume that the domain D(S) 
is dense in X and also let 
P{w: t(o) E D(S)} = 1. (6) 
Then the following statements are true: 
(a) Se is a Gaussian random element; 
(b) Et E D(S) and E(S.f) = S(E& 
(c) the superposition SAT; Ht + Y is the everywhere defined 
bounded linear operator and Rst = (SAf)(SA,*)*. 
Proof. As we already noted, we give two different proofs of the state- 
ment (a). 
I. Condition (6) and Bore1 measurability of S show that St is a ran- 
dom element. We have to show that (y*, St) is a Gaussian random vari- 
able for each y* E Y*. Let ti, &, & be mutually independent random 
elements having the same distribution as 5 and cl, ~2, c3 be real numbers 
such that CT + c: + c: = 1 and cl + c2 + c3 = 1. In this case the random 
element ~151 + c& + ~363 has the same distribution as r. Consequently 
the random variable ci(y*, St,) + cz(y*, S&) + c3(y*, Se,) has the same 
distribution as (y*, St). Taking into account that (y*, Sgi) (i = 1,2, 3) are 
mutually independent and have the same distribution as (y*, St), and 
applying Proposition 2, we obtain that (y *, St) is Gaussian. 
II. At first we assume that Es = 0. In virtue of Proposition l(b) and 
the conditions of the theorem the superposition K = SAT is a Bore1 
measurable linear operator defined on the whole Hr. Therefore, according 
to a Banach’s result (see Vakhania et al., p. 21), it is bounded and hence 
D(K*) is the whole Y*. The equality (5) gives now for any natural n and 
any y* E Y* that 
(Y*, s&!(d) = $, (K*Y*, ?‘kh’kh) + (Y*, s k$+, xkykh)), (7) 
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and this relation leads as 12 + m to the equality 
ty*, S8(4) = I: w*y*, YkhW. 
k=l 
Indeed, the first summand in (7) converges to the right-hand side of (8) 
because the sequence of coefficients is square summable since they are 
Fourier coefficients of an element of Ht. Therefore, the second summand 
in (7) is converging also. The limit is a constant because of well-known 
Kolmogorov’s zero-one law, and this constant is zero since it is the limit 
of symmetric random variables. So we proved the equality (8) which 
shows that SLJ is Gaussian. To get rid of our temporary assumption 
Et = 0, note that 5 - E[ is symmetric and observe that 
1 = P{o: t(o) E D(S)} = P{w: t(w) - Et E D(S) - Ecf} 
= P{w: -Zh) + Et E W) - RI 
= P{w: t(w) - Et E D(S) + Et} 
which shows that the intersection of D(S) - Et and D(S) + Et is non- 
empty and hence Et E D(S). Now can write the equality 
which shows that St is Gaussian and also ends the proof of the statement 
(b) of the theorem. Assuming again for the moment that Et = 0 and using 
the equality (8) we get 
(Y*, QY*) = I, (Y*, SO2 dp = ;, W*Y*, r/J2 
= llK*y*(p = (K*y*, K*y*) = (y*, KK*y*). 
Therefore Rse = KK* and the proof is finished because the covariance 
operator does not depend on the value of mean element. 
Remark 1. The proof of the theorem is trivial in the case where S* is 
also densely defined. Actually, in this case any element y* E Y* is the 
limit of a sequence of elements Y,* E D(S *), we can write (y,*, St) = 
(S*y,*, 6) and note that the limit of Gaussian random variables is Gaus- 
sian. The same elementary arguments show that Rsc = (SAF)(SAF)*; that 
is SR$* for this case. 
However, S* is not always densely defined. It is known that there 
exists densely defined Bore1 measurable linear operator S for which D(S *) 
consists even only of one element (zero). We give a more elementary 
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example. Let X be the Hilbert space 12 and S be the linear operator 12 + 12 
given by the matrix IIsij[( where 
Sij = Cripj (i,j = 1, 2, . . .), i fff -c m, 
i=l 
i$? = m. 
j=l 
It is fairly straightforward to check that S is nontrivial Bore1 measurable 
densely defined but S* is not densely defined, and S*h = 0 for all 
h E D(S*). 
Remark 2. The very core of our second proof can be expressed as the 
following statement which can have an independent interest: any symmet- 
ric Gaussian random element 8 with values in X can be expressed as a 
series (5), xk E D(S) (k = 1, 2, . . .), and along the sequence of partial 
sums of this series the linear operator S acts as if it is continuous. So we 
have 
t = 2 YkXk 
k=l 
and St = i: Yk’%kh 
k=l 
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